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As denizens of the dark web run from law enforcement's expanding crackdown on anonymous online services, they've found a new favorite email provider: a little known Israeli company called Safe-mail. Whether they've chosen wisely remains to be seen. Also in July, the FBI seized the email data from a TorMail customer, a Russian
woman who used the site to send encrypted messages to a contact on the dark web who was looking to buy child pornography. The FBI later let her retrieve her information from federal court. "If you're going to be using TorMail, [you] need to understand that your content is not protected by Tor. You cannot be sure what you're sending

is secure. You can't know who might read it.... It is completely unacceptable," TorMail CEO Andrew Lewman said in an email. "Beware of security relaxed" Meanwhile, many dark web users are using email that they know is at least partially encrypted, like the anonymizing Tor-based email service. But many of them also have their
contact information stored on websites with lax privacy standards. And email remains a notoriously easy target for attackers. But, the FBI investigation into child pornography run by a Russian woman with a particular fascination with under-age boys led the FBI to stumble onto a dark corner of the internet. The Russian hosted a baby

webcam site. And the site was co-located with the TorMail account of the same Russian woman. The FBI seized over 3 million emails from the Russian woman, including 500,000 “child porn” messages from her TorMail account. The FBI could not locate the child porn on the site's computer, where its web hosting company kept the files
for examination, but copied the files when the hosting company demanded they be transferred to a government-owned server.
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the email service was launched on january 13, 2014, and after two years of development by the safe-mail team, it now provides a highly secure webmail service,
with full desktop and mobile clients to users on tor and the block chain, and support for the tor network. informed consent: a license for web service

communications, even though it requires users to supply their identity and location, is an important tool for law enforcement agencies investigating the dark web
and examining its users. such communication licenses are legal under israeli law, though some might argue they violate the users' privacy, especially when the
license is sought by law enforcement outside the requesting country. by providing an information about the country where safe-mail is headquartered, and by

highlighting the clear connection between safe-mail and the israeli law enforcement, the author hopes to raise the awareness of the risks of providing such
information to law enforcement. we can safely say that no one expected the removal of the primary gateway to the dark web to have such a powerful effect on

the network. many of us are concerned that this might lead to a sort of "killer application" of tor's existing strengths -- that is, the spread of peer-to-peer systems
that rely on tor's network, as well as the spread of tools, software and services that make use of tor for their own purposes. today, tor is used by journalists,

whistleblowers, activists, activists, researchers, and many others in the pursuit of the basic principle of privacy. safe-mail does not send passwords in plain text.
to verify users, safe-mail sends a verification code to each recipient's phone number, which is also listed on the user's profile. the company says this makes it
more difficult for hackers to intercept a user's password. the company claims its service is encrypted with the same level of security as banking websites, like

bank of america and citibank, which are considered among the safest online services. 5ec8ef588b
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